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Abstract
The academic literature has been reluctant to accept
technical analysis as a rational strategy of traders in nancial markets. In practice traders and analysts heavily
use technical analysis to make investment decisions. To resolve this incongruence the aim of this study is to translate
technical analysis into a rigorous formal framework and to
investigate its potential failure or success. To avoid subjectivism we design an Arti cial Technical Analyst. The empirical study presents the evidence of past market inef ciencies
observed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange. The market can be
perceived as inef cient if the technical analyst's transaction
costs are below the break-even level derived from technical
analysis.

1. Introduction
For long time the ef cient market hypothesis (EMH) has
been the dominant paradigm nance. Its weak form postulates that in a competitive market it should not be pro table
to base investment decisions on information obtained from
past prices or returns of publicly traded securities. Numerous empirical studies, however, show that technical analysis, which directly contradicts the weak form of the EMH,
could exploit to some extent hidden patterns in past prices.
To avoid the joint hypothesis problem of direct tests of the
EMH, an arti cial technical analyst is created to conduct the
test. This approach has two advantages. First, it is free of
equilibrium model limitations, and second, technical analysis can be tested in a robust way, which should validate its
existence.
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The EMH is the cornerstone of modern nancial economics. The paradigm was coined in the 1960-70s by Harry
Roberts [133] and formalized by Eugene Fama [50]. They
identi ed three forms of market ef ciency distinguished
by which information prices of securities should correctly
incorporate. The weak form of market ef ciency postulated that past prices or returns should have no information,
which can be used to predict next period values. This form
was linked to the random walk hypothesis, which constituted the majority of tests performed that time. The weak
form EMH was supported by empirical studies conducted
before and shortly after the 1970s. Its association to the random walk allowed the development of many important analytical tools in nancial theory. The most famous example
is the application of the random walk hypothesis by Myron
Black and Fischer Scholes [21] to derive their seminal option pricing formula, which has caused a boom of derivative
markets and further developments in nancial theory.
With the development of statistical techniques more and
more deviations from the random walk hypothesis were observed in time series of prices. Finally, Andrew Lo and
Craig MacKinlay [100] used a simple speci cation test to
reject the random walk hypothesis for stock prices and returns. The test was based on the variance properties of random walk time series. It is robust to different heteroskedasticities and non-normality of data. In reaction to this the
assumptions of the random walk hypothesis were relaxed,
rst, to allow only independence of increments, and, later,
to require only zero correlation of increments.
In the 1980s technical analysis appeared as a new aspect in the empirical literature on testing the EMH. This
approach, reported to be wide-spread among professional
nancial practitioners, attempts to exploit predictability of
prices for pro t, and thus is in direct contradiction to the
weak form of market ef ciency. For example, in 1989 He-

len Allen and Mark Taylor [5] surveyed that at the shortest
horizons, intraday to one week, approximately 90% of respondents [professional traders and analysts at foreign exchange markets] used some chartist input in forming their
exchange rate expectations, with 60% judging charts to be
at least as important as fundamentals. Moreover, there appeared to be a persistent 2% of presumably "pure" chartists,
who only used technical analysis. Numerous empirical
studies reported either pro tability of technical analysis or
its positive added value to investment decision making.
Along with the empirical studies nancial theory turned
its attention to technical analysis. This paradigm was incorporated in behavioral asset pricing models to capture observed empirical "anomalies", like volatility clustering, high
transaction volumes and erratic behavior of prices [17]. It
was persuasively shown that technical analysis could bring
additional information, and as such should be used by rational investors [22, 27]. Moreover, the application of technical analysis for speculation can produce stable equilibria in an economy [113]. In the extreme case, the dominance of an "irrational" technique, which technical analysis
was referred to be, in the market can create its own space,
where application of other "rational" techniques is suboptimal [45]. At present technical analysis and market efciency are studied from a behavioral prospective, which
promises to resolve their incongruence.
Since the original formulation of the weak form of the
ef cient market hypothesis became outdated, the empirical implementation of the EMH experienced several transformations. First, unpredictability of prices was replaced
by inability to outperform passive benchmarks, such as
the buy-and-hold strategy, and later, by adding the aspect
of pro tability. In this formulation a nancial market is
weakly ef cient if an outcome of market interactions does
not contain any information, which can be persistently and
pro tably exploited by predicting the next period prices or
returns. The notion of pro tability is taken in a strict sense,
that is all transaction costs should be accounted for.
With the rst formulation of the EMH, it became obvious that its tests might be sensitive to the joint hypothesis
problem. Evidence against the EMH could be either due
to a wrong equilibrium model or due to true market inef ciency. One way to avoid this problem is to construct tests
that do not assume any underlying model.
Technical analysis stands in direct contradiction to the
weak form of the EMH, and as such can be directly used for
its testing. The design of the test is as follows. One should
process past stock prices with technical analysis to obtain
next period price predictions. Predicted values should be
used in hypothetical investment decisions. Associated returns, adjusted for transaction costs, should be aggregated
and can be used as a measure of nancial market inef ciency if they are in excess of a passive benchmark.

Normally the application of technical analysis suffers
from subjectivism. Technical analysis is taken rather as an
art than a precise science. The application of principles of
technical analysis in an autonomous or arti cial decisionmaking system should eliminate the subjective factor. Additionally, the system should be relatively simple to insure
its robustness, and transparent to provide its understandability. Spyros Skouras [143] proposed an arti cial technical
analyst as a quanti able measure of market ef ciency. Expanding his idea, an arti cial technical analyst (ATA) will
also be used for our test.
Our idea of creating and employing the ATA originates
from the seminal paper by Arthur et al. [9]. The authors
have created the Arti cial Stock Market (ASM), known as
the Santa Fe ASM. The market is populated by arti cial
agents engaged in stock trading. The agents use technical
analysis to screen the market and an implementation of arti cial intelligence, Learning Classi er Systems (LCS), for
the optimal application of technical trading rules.
The success of the Santa Fe ASM inspired us to create
the ATA. Unfortunately, the Santa Fe ASM had some shortcomings: computational and algorithmic limitations of that
time, and a short and xed list of technical trading rules.
Additionally, the mechanism of forming the traders' expectations was based on early concepts of LCS that have undergone important modi cations in the meantime. Our implementation takes into account the shortcomings of the Santa
Fe ASM. It incorporates technical analysis in an adaptive
way, where the core of the ATA is driven by a new implementation of LCS.
This new implementation of the ATA incorporates three
main components: data-preprocessing, pattern-recognition
and decision-making under transaction costs. The rst component insures that raw input data are homogenized in a
way that maximizes the informational content. Homogenization itself allows to reduce the complexity of patternrecognition, by focusing attention only on levels in time series. The pattern-recognition is driven by an implementation of arti cial intelligence, which allows for a transparent
structure of the results. LCS was selected as a possible candidate. To match the required level of performance a new algorithm is used - denoted as True Classi er System (TiCS).
The decision-making under transaction costs insures optimality of investment decisions.
In the empirical part the ATA is applied to historical time
series of security prices. Since the part of economically relevant transaction costs is the impact on the price, in a study
of hypothetical investments with historical data the aspect
of pro tability is inverted. Instead of measuring the aggregate return adjusted for speci ed transaction costs, the value
of revealed transaction costs, which insure positive aggregate return, is used. This allows to derive breakeven transaction costs, which could be later used for benchmarking

markets, segments, and individual stocks.
This work differs from others in the extent to which the
design of the market ef ciency test is free of equilibrium
model limitations. By applying technical analysis one can
see whether price time series have predictable patterns. In
case persistent patterns are detected, their pro tability can
be studied under the schedule of revealed transaction costs.
In this way an absence of patterns is a clear indication of the
weak form of market ef ciency, which was advocated in the
theoretical literature of the 1970s. Otherwise, the pro tability of detected patterns is accessed through revealed transaction costs. When the level of breakeven transaction costs
is below market transaction costs, a market can be perceived
as ef cient, according to the pertinent literature. At the
same time a comparison to market transaction costs leaves a
speculative space for those market participants, whose correctly accounted transaction costs are below the breakeven
value.
The novelty of this work comes, rst, from using an
adaptive method of technical analysis, which allows to extract uncharted patterns; second, from developing a new
type of pattern-recognition engine, which makes detected
patterns accessible afterwards; and, third, from testing market ef ciency under a wide schedule of transaction costs,
which allows to identify boundaries of market ef ciency.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
an overview of the ef cient market hypothesis. It is followed by Section 3, which discusses the impact of transaction costs on the perception of market ef ciency. Section
4 outlines the counterpart of the weak form of market ef ciency - technical analysis. Section 5 introduces the design
and key components of the ATA. Data used in empirical
studies are presented in Section 6 along with a short description of the Tokyo Stock Exchange microstructure. Results of hypothetical empirical application are presented in
Section 8. Conclusion nalizes the paper.

2. Ef cient Market Hypothesis
The origin of the EMH dates back to 1900, when Louis
Bachelier [12] rst introduced the idea that the stock market uctuations follow a stochastic process for which the future does not depend on the past except through the present
and the best prediction of the subsequent price is the value
of the current price.1 That is if all relevant information is
already contained in the quoted prices, the only cause of
new variations could be elements of information that are
not predictable. Bachelier already stresses the importance
of the information concept, on which the ef ciency concept
1 This notion was later branded by Karl Pearson as the random walk
hypothesis [125, 126].

is based.2
The notion of "ef cient markets" was coined by Harry
Roberts and popularized by Eugene Fama. In his Ph.D. dissertation Fama convincingly made the argument that in an
active market that includes many well-informed and intelligent investors, securities will be appropriately priced and
will re ect all available information. If a market is ef cient,
no information or analysis can be expected to result in outperformance of an appropriate benchmark.
It has been customary since Harry Roberts [133] to distinguish three forms of market ef ciency by considering
three different types of information sets:
The weak form of the EMH asserts that prices fully
re ect the information contained in the historical sequence of prices. Thus, investors cannot devise an investment strategy to yield abnormal pro ts on the basis
of an analysis of past price patterns.3
The semi-strong form of the EMH asserts that current
stock prices re ect not only historical price information but also all publicly available information relevant
for company securities. If markets are ef cient in this
sense, then an analysis of balance sheets, income statements, announcements of dividend changes or stock
splits or any other public information about a company
will not yield abnormal economic pro ts.
The strong form of the EMH asserts that all information that is known to any market participant about a
company is fully re ected in market prices. Hence,
not even those with privileged information can make
use of it to secure superior investment results. There is
perfect revelation of all private information in market
prices [105].
These de nitions of the variants of the EMH allows to
construct tests focused on their speci c aspects. Acceptance or rejection of some form of market ef ciency allows
to identify the level of nancial market development. Obtained results can be used to generate recommendations and
policies to improve ef ciency of nancial markets.
Theoretical arguments for the ef cient market hypothesis are based on three assumptions. These are the rationality of investors, the irrationality of investors and the randomness of trades and, nally, the presence of rational arbitrageurs. Each assumption is progressively weaker but their
2 However, as Paul Cootner [36] comments - Bachelier's work received
little attention from academicians and was forgotten for almost fty ve
years. His work was rediscovered in 1955 by Leonard Jimmie Savage.
3 The de nition of Mark Rubinstein in [137] and William Beaver in
[16] requires that publishing the information does not change equilibrium
prices. Rubinstein's notion allows one to ask only if the market is ef cient
with respect to all information. William Beaver provides a de nition that
covers the information contained in historical prices.

combination allows to justify market ef ciency in the most
of market situations.
Rationality of investors. Investors are assumed to be rational and hence to value securities rationally. Investors
value each security for its fundamental value. When investors learn something new about the fundamental values
of securities, they quickly respond to the new information
by bidding up prices (buying securities) when the news is
good and bidding them down (selling) when the news is
bad. As a result, security prices incorporate all the available information almost immediately and adjust to new levels corresponding to the new net present values of expected
cash ows.
Irrationality of investors and randomness of trades. It
is often admitted by proponents of the EMH that some
investors are not rational, and they are trading randomly.
When there is a large number of such investors and when
their trading strategies are uncorrelated, their trades are
likely to neutralize each other.4
Presence of rational arbitrageurs. Although some investors might be irrational in a similar way there are some
rational arbitrageurs in the market. Arbitrage5 is one of
the most intuitively appealing and plausible arguments in
all of economics. The main condition for arbitrage is the
existence of an over- or undervalued security with a close
substitute.6 This could be the case when the trade involves
irrational investors. Noting the overpricing the arbitrageur
would sell (or even short sell) the overpriced security and
simultaneously purchase another, “essentially similar” but
truly valued, security to hedge any risk. The effect of this arbitrage is to bring the price of the overpriced security down
to its fundamental value.
The arbitrage argument allows to cover the most complex case - the existence of irrational investors. To the extent that the securities that irrational investors are buying
are overpriced and the securities they are getting rid of are
undervalued, such investors earn lower returns than either
passive investors or arbitrageurs. Relative to their peers, irrational investors lose money and in a long run should leave
the market. Thus, not only investor rationality, but also the
market forces bring about the ef ciency of nancial markets
[142].
Since this work is presenting the ef cient market hypothesis from the point of view of technical analysts this study
focuses on the weak form of ef ciency and its tests.
The earliest tests were concerned with short horizon returns. These tests typically assumed that in an ef cient mar4 In such a market, there will be a substantial trading volume as the
irrational investors exchange securities with each other, but the prices are
nonetheless close to their fundamental values.
5 That is the simultaneous purchase and sale of the same, or essentially
similar, security in two different markets at advantageous different prices.
6 In some cases the access to alternative markets can be taken as a form
of substitute.

ket the expected rate of return was constant through time
and the realized returns should not be serially correlated.
Eugene Fama [49] nds that the rst-order autocorrelation
of daily returns is positive. In [106] and [49] it is also recognized that returns are characterized by volatility clustering and leptokurtic unconditional distributions. Lawrence
Fisher [60] suggests that autocorrelations of monthly returns of a diversi ed portfolio are bigger than those of individual stocks. However, the evidence often lacked statistical
power and the EMH was not rejected.7
Later research used daily and weekly NYSE or AMEX
data. Andrew Lo and Craig MacKinlay [100] nd that
weekly returns on portfolios of NYSE stocks show reliable positive autocorrelation, which is stronger for portfolios of small stocks. This can be due to their smaller liquidity and the non-synchronous trading effect discussed already in [60]. In [35] Jennifer Conrad and Gautam Kaul
mitigated this problem, examining the autocorrelations of
Wednesday-to-Wednesday returns for size-grouped portfolios. They also found positive autocorrelation especially in
portfolios of small stocks.
However, in [79] Shmuel Kandel and Robert Stambaugh
show that stock return predictability, which seems weak
when evaluated by classical statistical criteria, may nevertheless be economically important in the sense that a rational Bayesian investors would substantially alter portfolio
holdings in response to the current values of predictive variables.
As noted by Francis Diebold [46] and Robert Cumby
and John Huizinga [38], the presence of conditional heteroskedasticity or excess kurtosis biases the test towards rejection of the null hypothesis of uncorrelated returns. In
contrast to the weak evidence for autocorrelation in returns,
Tim Bollerslev and Robert Hodrick [24] stress the importance of conditional heteroskedasticity. One should, however, say that nding a strong dependence in the even ordered moments does not necessarily imply market inef ciency, which is consistent with a martingale hypothesis for
stock prices.
Overall, many researches showed that daily and weekly
returns are predictable from past returns. Thus, these empirical ndings reject the weak form of the EMH. At the same
time the estimated autocorrelations are typically found to be
very small and the variation of these returns is a small part
of the overall return variance.
In recent times the return predictability research gradually moved in the direction of higher frequency time series.
In [80, 81] Ludwig Kanzler developed a new version of the
BDS test to verify the EMH on ultra-high frequency foreign
exchange market data. He found that the EMH holds only
in some periods, in particular, when a release of important
news takes place.
7 Reported

R2 was often less than 0:01 for individual stocks.

The more striking evidence on the predictability of returns from past returns comes from tests on predictability
of long-horizon returns. Robert Shiller [141] and Lawrence
Summers [145] challenge the argument of EMH validity,
based on very low autocorrelations of short-horizon returns. They provide evidence of stock market inef ciency
by demonstrating that stock prices undergo large slowly decaying swings, even though the short-term returns have little
autocorrelation.
In [42, 43] Werner DeBondt and Richard Thaler attacked
market ef ciency in a similar manner, trying to unmask irrational bubbles. They nd that the NYSE stocks identi ed
as the most extreme losers over a 3- to 5-year period tend
to have strong returns relative to the market during the following years. The stocks identi ed as extreme winners tend
to have, on the contrary, weak returns relative to the market. They attribute these results to market overreaction to
extreme news.
In [77] Narasimhan Jegadeesh and Sheridan Titman observed that past winners realized consistently higher returns around their earnings announcements in the rst 7
months following the portfolio formation date than past
losers. They argue that to attribute the results to underreaction is overly simplistic. Buying past winners and selling past losers, consistent with positive feedback trading,
moves prices further from their long-run values and thereby
causes price to overreact. The interpretation is consistent
with DeLong et al. [44] who explore the implications of
positive feedback trading on market prices. Louis Chan [32]
and Ray Ball and S. P. Kothari [13] argue that these results
are due to a failure to risk-adjust returns.
James Poterba and Lawrence Summers [127] and Eugene Fama and Kenneth French [54, 55] also realized that
the negative serial correlation in returns would manifest
more transparently at longer horizons. Evidence in [127]
and [54], using multi-period regressions and variance ratio
statistics, suggests that for longer return horizons a large
proportion of returns is explainable from the history of
past returns alone.8 James Poterba and Lawrence Summers
[127] argue that asset prices are characterized by speculative fads, in which market prices experience long systematic
swings away from their rational fundamental values.
However, whether the longer-horizon mean reversion really exists is controversial. For example, Narasimhan Jegadeesh [76], Kim et al. [84], Mankiw et al. [107], Richardson et al. [130], all argue that the case for predictability
of long-horizon stock returns is weak when one corrects
for the small sample biases in test statistics. In addition,
[54] offers the counterargument that irrational bubbles and
8 The

estimated in [54] for monthly U.S. stock returns imply that for
3- to 5-year returns up to 40% of variability is predictable. However, this
does not necessarily imply market inef ciency, since the variation could be
due to a time-varying risk premium.

swings in stock prices are indistinguishable from rational
time-varying expected returns.
The subsequent work showed, that the apparent predictability of long-horizon returns should be interpreted
very carefully. As [24] point out, the overlapping nature
of the data in the multi-year return regressions gives rise to
a non-standard small sample distribution of test statistics,
which appear to be better approximated by the alternative
asymptotic distribution derived by Richardson et al. [130].
In [24] Tim Bollerslev and Robert Hodrick developed
tests based on the iterated version of the null hypothesis using Hansen's GMM [68] and found some improvement in
the small sample performance of the test statistics. However, they conclude that there is still little evidence for predictability of returns.
To sum up, the degree of predictability is generally small
compared to the high variability of returns. In [52] Eugene Fama supports this argument saying that market anomalies are chance events, i.e. they split randomly between
overreaction and underreaction to news (see for example
[2, 10, 111, 136]) and they tend to depend on the methodology used.
In the 1970s researchers interested in the ef ciency of
asset markets shifted their focus from the predictability of
returns to the volatility of prices. The main reason was that
price uctuations seemed to be too large to be justi ed by
the subsequent variation in dividend payments. The EMH
could not be tested directly but only as a part of a joint hypothesis. Researchers were still required to specify a particular model of expected returns. In addition, the predictions of price volatility depended on the assumed time series properties of the dividend process and the information
sets of economic agents [24].
Stephen LeRoy and Richard Porter [98] and Robert
Shiller [139, 140] introduced another important class of
tests for market ef ciency: the volatility or variance bounds
tests. They assumed a constant expected rate of return
model and reported overwhelming rejections of market efciency since excess price volatility was supposed to imply
market inef ciency.
In the rst generation of volatility tests the null hypothesis was taken to be the standard present value model with
a constant discount rate. The vast majority of these tests
resulted in clear rejections of market ef ciency, with actual
asset prices being excessively volatile compared to the implied price series calculated from the discounted value of
the expected or actual future fundamentals. One possible
explanations was the idea that asset prices may be characterized by self-ful lling speculative bubbles that earn the
fair rate of return but cause prices to differ from their rational fundamentals.
However, as Charles Nelson [120] and Eugene Fama and
William Schwert [56] showed in their works, the assump-

tion of constant expected return was unjusti ed. In response
to this problem, subsequent research, in particular by Marjorie Flavin [61], Allan Kleidon [85, 86] and Eugene Fama
[51] questioned the small sample statistical properties of
these analyses.9
The volatility tests thus clearly show that expected returns vary through time, but give no help on the central issue
of whether the variation in returns is rational.10
The introduction of the option pricing theory by Myron Black and Fischer Scholes [21] in the 1970s and 1980s
turned the attention of the nancial community to derivative
markets. A. L. Tucker [156] studied the currency option
markets. After accounting for transaction costs and bid-ask
spreads he reported no possibility to earn riskless arbitrage
pro ts on the currency options market. James Bodurtha and
Georges Courtadon [23] achieved similar results. The currency option market was inef cient only before adjusting
for transaction costs. However, the violations of the EMH
disappear when transaction costs are taken into account.
Y. P. Chung [33] investigated the ef ciency of the market for stock index futures and the pro tability of index arbitrage. The results indicate that the size and frequency of
boundary violations decreased signi cantly over the sample
years for all levels of transaction costs, which indicates maturing of the futures market in which arbitrage trading has
tended to correct mispricing.
In the process of testing the EMH a fundamental problem became obvious. It is known as the joint hypothesis test of the EMH. The problem comes from underlying
probabilistic assumptions. One cannot speak of ef ciency
by itself, except through a model that de nes the generation of prices with a representative probability system. Eugene Fama [50, 51] stressed that the market ef ciency per
se is not testable. One can test whether information is properly re ected in prices in the context of a pricing model. It
means that when one nds anomalous evidence on the behavior of prices or returns it is ambiguous if this is caused
by market inef ciency or/and a bad model of market equilibrium. This leads to the conclusion that the ef ciency tests
are always joint tests on the market ef ciency and the pricing model and its probabilistic assumptions.
In [157] Christian Walter considers this overlap as a
common cause of misinterpretations and errors, leading to
rejection of ef ciency when there is only a misspeci cation
of the stochastic process.
9 For

a survey of this literature see [64].
efforts of Sanford Grossman and Robert Shiller in [66] and John
Campbell and Shiller in [31] to resolve this issue ran into the joint hypothesis problem of testing market ef ciency jointly with the hypothesis that
their consumption-based asset pricing model capture all rational variation
in expected returns.
10 The

3. Transaction Costs
At the end of the 1970's and beginning of the 1980's an
increasing number of studies reported the violation of the
weak form of market ef ciency. In-depth analyses showed
that the EMH does not rule out small abnormal returns before accounting for transaction costs. Given that collecting
and processing information is a costly process, prices are
expected to re ect information to the point where the marginal bene ts of acting on information do not exceed the
marginal costs [67, 78].
Steven Thorley [154] de nes four components of transaction costs: brokerage commissions, bid-ask spreads,
taxes, suboptimal diversi cation and research.11 Based on
the performed simulations he states that 67% of portfolios
are underperforming when transaction costs are correctly
taken into account. Thus, bravado reports of practitioners
beating the market could be just a result of myopic accounting, but not of market inef ciency.
John Hussman [75] argues that transaction costs create
a region in which the market may be inef cient while still
excluding the possibility of abnormal risk-adjusted returns.
If suf ciently high trading costs reduce long-term returns
below those of a passive approach, an active approach may
still be optimal from the standpoint of utility maximization
for “myopic” investors whose utility is de ned over the sequence of returns during individual holding periods, instead
of terminal wealth.
Analysts could therefore still have an incentive to obtain and act on valuable information. As Elroy Dimson and
Massoud Mussavian [47] suggest, time-varying expected
returns could also explain these patterns.
To sum up, transaction costs, in particular bid-ask
spreads, are one of the main reasons for rejecting the EMH.
That is the stock market is ef cient when transaction costs
are considered [11]. Correct accounting for transaction
costs can remove perception of market inef ciency. Thus,
the magnitude of transaction costs is crucial for measuring
market ef ciency.

4. Technical Analysis
There are two competing ways to forecast the price development of nancial instruments: fundamental and technical analysis. The fundamental analysis relies on the fundamental attributes of the instrument, such as price/earning
ratio, return on investment and associated economic statistics. The aggregation of these measures provides an intrinsic value of the instrument, which in an ef cient nancial
market should be equal to the trading price of the instrument. Unfortunately, this is not the case observed in reality.
11 One would additionally include impact on the price since in a low
liquidity market an actual transaction can dramatically shift the price level.

The existence of a human factor brings distortions causing
deviations of the trading price from its intrinsic value. Technical analysis is aimed at detecting a psychological component of nancial trading and consequently converting ndings into pro t.
Technical analysis is the practice of identifying recurring patterns in historical prices in order to forecast future
price trends.12 The technique relies on the idea that, as Martin Pring [129] puts it - prices move in trends which are
determined by the changing attitudes of investors toward a
variety of economic, monetary, political and psychological
forces. Detection of trends is performed through indicators
or technical rules which are aimed to capture underlying dependencies.
The Japanese were the rst to use technical analysis to
trade rice on the Dojima Rice Exchange in Osaka as early as
the 1600s. A Japanese man called Munehisa Homma who
traded in the futures markets in the 1700s discovered that although there was a link between supply and demand of rice,
the markets were also strongly in uenced by emotions of
traders. As a result there could be a vast difference between
the value and price of rice. Homma realized that he could
bene t from understanding the emotions to help predict the
future prices. He formulated his trading principles in two
books, Sakata Senho and Soba Sani No Den, which were
said to have been written in the 1700s. His work, as applied
to the rice markets, evolved into the candlestick methodology which is still popular among chartists in Japan. Unfortunately, the results of four hundred years old studies were
isolated by cultural and language barriers from the western
world up to a moment when they have been rediscovered in
the second half of 20th century [121, 161].
In the western world technical analysis starts in the early
20th century with the Dow theory. The theory was developed by Charles Dow based on his analysis of market price
action in the late 19th century. Charles Dow never wrote
a book or scholarly article on his theory. Instead, he put
down his ideas of stock market behavior in a series of editorials that The Wall Street Journal published around the turn
of the century. In 1903, the year after Dow's death, S. A.
Nelson compiled these essays into a book entitled The ABC
of Stock Speculation. In this work, Nelson rst coined the
term "Dow's Theory". In 1922, William P. Hamilton categorized and published Dow's tenets in a book titled The
Stock Market Barometer. Robert Rhea developed the theory even further in the Dow Theory (New York: Barron's),
published in 1932 [115].
The Dow theory addresses the fundaments of technical
analysis as well as general principles of nancial markets,
which are primarily applied to stock indexes. The theory
12 John Murphy [114] de ned the technical analysis, as a study of market
action, primarily through the use of charts, for the purpose of forecasting
future price trends.

assumes impossibility of manipulating the primary trend13 ,
while at short time intervals or with individual stocks the
market could be prone to manipulation by large institutional
investors, speculators, breaking news or rumors [131].
William Hamilton and Charles Dow openly admitted that
the Dow theory is not a sure- re means of beating the market. It is looked upon as a set of guidelines and principles
to assist investors with their own study of the market. The
Dow theory was thought to provide a mechanism to help
make decisions less ambiguous [131].
During the 1920s and 1930s, Richard W. Schabacker rened the subject of the Dow theory in a somewhat new
direction. He realized that whatever signi cant action appeared in a stock index it must derive from similar action
in constituent stocks. In his books, Stock Market Theory
and Practice, Technical Market Analysis and Stock Market
Pro ts, Schabacker showed how the principles of the Dow
theory can be applied to the charts of individual stocks [48].
Further development of technical analysis was pretty
straightforward. First, Richard Schabacker, the interpreter
of the Dow theory, was joined by Robert D. Edwards. Then,
in 1942 John Magee joined the study of technical analysis. With his participation the entire process of technical
evaluation became more scienti c. As a result of their research from 1942 to 1948, Edwards and Magee developed
new technical methods of technical analysis. They put these
methods to practical use in actual market operation. And
eventually, in 1948, these ndings were published in their
de nitive book, Technical Analysis of Stock Trends [48].
The 8th edition of this book was published in 2001. It
demonstrates strong interest of investors in methods of technical analysis.
Technical analysts distinguish ve points, which de ne
the importance of technical analysis [121]:
1. While fundamental analysis may provide a gauge of
the supply/demand situations, price/earnings ratios,
economic statistics, and so forth, there is no psychological component involved in such analysis. Technical analysis provides the only mechanism to measure
the "irrational" (emotional) components present in all
markets.
2. The application of technical analysis allows investors
to separate investment decisions from investors sentiments and to see the market without the prism of subjectivity.
3. Following technical analysis is important even if one
does not fully believe in it. This is because, at times,
technical analysts themselves are the major reason for
13 Primary trend is a long-running (up to ve years) general movement
in price data.

a market move. Since they are a market moving factor,
they should be monitored.
4. People remember prices from one day to the next and
act accordingly. Peoples' reaction affect prices, but
prices also affect peoples' reactions. Thus, price itself
is an important component in market analysis.
5. The price change is the most direct and easily accessible information of the combined effect of different
factors.
All but the second point seem to be acceptable. The
second point is unrealistic since it requires enormous selfcontrol of a technical analyst. To make it valid one would
need a machine with intelligence and expertise of a technical analyst and zero whatsoever emotions.
Following the classi cation by Christopher Neely [117]
the methods of technical analysis attempt to identify trends
and reversals of trends. To distinguish trends from shorterrun uctuations, technical analysts employ two types of
analysis: charting and technical (mechanical) rules. Charting, the older of the two, involves graphing the history of
prices over some period - determined by a practitioner - to
predict future patterns in the data from the existence of past
patterns.14 The second type of methods, technical rules, imposes consistency and discipline on technical analysts by requiring them to use rules based on mathematical functions
of present and past prices.
To identify trends through the use of charts, technical
analysts must rst nd peaks and troughs in the price series.
A peak is the highest value of the price within a time interval
under consideration (a local maximum), while a trough is
the lowest value the price has taken on within the same time
period (a local minimum). A series of peaks and troughs
establishes downtrends and uptrends, respectively.
Detecting a trendline allows technical analysts to issue a
short-term investment recommendation. Usually if an uptrend is detected the recommendation is a long position, alternatively, for the downtrend it is a short position.
Spotting the reversal of a trend is just as important as
detecting trends. Peaks and troughs are important in identifying reversals too. Local peaks are called resistance levels,
and local troughs are called support levels. If the price fails
to break a resistance level (a local peak) during uptrend period, it may be an early indication that the trend may soon
reverse.
Technical analysts identify several patterns that are said
to foretell a shift from a trend in one direction to a trend
in the opposite direction. The best known type of reversal formations called "head and shoulders". The head and
shoulders reversal following an uptrend is characterized by
14 Its

advocates admit that this subjective system requires analysts to use
judgement and skill in nding and interpreting patterns [117].

three local peaks with the middle peak being the largest of
the three. The line between the troughs of the shoulders
is known as the "neckline". When the price penetrates the
neckline of a heads and shoulders, technical analysts conrm a reversal of the previous uptrend and issue a recommendation to take a short position.15
Another method of charting is the candlestick technique
developed in Japan more than four centuries ago for rice
and its futures market. The technique is based on the recognition of visual patterns that take the shape of candlesticks.
Every candle includes information on the high, low, opening and closing prices of a particular time interval. The gurative "body" shows the difference between opening and
closing prices, and its length depends on this difference. If
the closing price is higher than the opening price, the body
is white, which signals rising prices. If the opening price
is higher than the closing price, the body is black, which
signals falling prices. Above and below the candle's body
are the "shadows", called upper shadow and lower shadow.
They depict the high and the low of the trading interval [62].
In general, the candlestick technique consists of a set of patterns, de ned by candlesticks, and respective expectations
of market reaction.
The advantage of candlestick technique is that, rst, it allows to express several relative to each other values within
one graphical symbol.16 Second, this technique can be easily combined with other charting methods or with technical
rules.
In general, the problem with charting is that it is very
dependent on the interpretation of a technical analyst who
is drawing the charts and interpreting the patterns. Subjectivity can permit emotions like fear or greed to affect the
trading strategy. Technical rules make the analysis more
consistent and disciplined and thus allow to avoid the problem of subjective analysts' judgment [117].
There are many types of technical rules. In general, they
aim at identifying the initiation of new trends. The best
known technical rules are the following:
1. Filter rules - buy when the price rises by a given proportion above a recent through.
2. Trading Range Break or Channel rules - buy when the
price rises by a given proportion above a recently established trading range.
3. Moving Average rules - buy when the current price
level is above the moving average.
4. Moving Average Intersection rules - buy when a
shorter moving average penetrates a longer moving average from below. They can have a form of Variable
15 For

more details and examples of charting technique see [48, 115].
this way it is similar to hieroglyphics, where each symbol is a word
or a combination of words.
16 In

Length Moving Average or Fixed Length moving average, which differs in the number of days during which
the buy or sell signal is assumed to be issued.
5. Oscillator rules - buy (sell) when the oscillator index
takes an extremely low (high) value. A simple type
of oscillator index is a difference between two moving
averages with short and long horizons [94, 117].
6. Statistical rules are based upon ARM A-family models for rescaled returns. The rules rely on a standardized forecast, given by the one-period-ahead forecast
divided by an estimate of its standard error. For example, for ARM A(1; 1) an upward trend is predicted
when the value of the standardized forecast is positive
[153].
7. Other rules. Many technical analysts assign a special role to round numbers in support or resistance levels, and to historical record prices.17 Other prominent
types of technical analysis use exotic mathematical
concepts such as Elliot wave theory and/or Fibonacci
numbers.18 Finally, technical analysts sometimes use
technical analysis of one market's price history to take
positions in another market, a practice called intermarket technical analysis [117].
Each rule has a mirror equivalent, which suggests short
position. In each case a technical analyst has to choose the
time horizon over which troughs and peaks are identi ed
and moving averages calculated as well as the threshold before a decision is made.
Since the introduction of technical analysis there is a
growing evidence that many contemporary professional investors use it. The pro tability of technical analysis would
be in contradiction to the EMH, which postulates that in efcient markets it is impossible to pro t by predicting price
development based on its past performance.
Alfred Cowles [37] was one of the rst scholars who analyzed the pro tability of technical analysis. In 1933 he
reported results of a hypothetical investment strategy based
on market forecasts of William Hamilton in his editorials
to The Wall Street Journal. The hypothetical application
of published forecasts of the stock market based on the
Dow theory over a period of 26 years, from 1904 to 1929,
achieved a result better than what would be ordinarily regarded as a normal investment return, but poorer than the
result of a continuous outright investment in representative
common stock for this period.
The study of Harry Roberts [132] conducted in 1959
on American data, for both indexes and individual stocks,
17 One

can argue that this rule captures the effect of the "psychological"
barrier, which market has to overcome.
18 To get more details on Elliot wave theory and Fibonacci numbers see
[114].

questioned the applicability of technical analysis since time
series of prices seemed to follow an extremely simple
chance model. He referred to Maurice G. Kendall [82],
who obtained the same results for British stock indexes and
American commodity prices in 1953. Moreover, Roberts
found that even in 1934 Holbrook Working [162] achieved
the same conclusion: that [ nancial] time series commonly
possess in many respects the characteristics of series of cumulated random numbers.
In contrast to these results Hendrik S. Houthakker [73]
in 1961 found elements of non-randomness in speculative
price movements. He presented evidence that stop orders
gave rise to a non-random pro t. Sidney S. Alexander [3]
by using 5-percent ltering of noise showed that after ltering large changes are more likely to continue than to reverse: in speculative markets price changes appear to follow
a random walk over time, but a move, once initiated, tends
to persist.
Robert Weintraub [158] analyzed the pertinent literature
of that time on testing technical analysis. He found that
the studies up to 1963 were using too restrictive assumptions about the behavior and abilities of technical analysts.
For example, Weintraub argued that Kendall's assumption
of xed interval between trades did not re ect the reality
and did reduce potential pro t opportunities. By using a
more realistic varying waiting time Weintraub obtained results which spoke more in favor of technical analysis than
the random walk hypothesis. He concluded that the lack of
serial correlation between rst differences of closing prices
simple meant that speculators [technical analysts] who were
supposed to smooth out price movements over time were
doing their job well.
In 1964 Sidney S. Alexander [4] tested a number of lter rules. Although they appeared to yield returns above the
buy-and-hold strategy for the DJIA and S&P stock indexes,
he concluded that adjusted for transaction costs, the lter
rules were not pro table. Eugene Fama [49] came to an
even more restrictive conclusion: the data seem to present
consistent and strong support for the [random walk] model.
This implies, of course, that chart reading [technical analysis], though perhaps an interesting pastime, is of no real
value to the stock market investor. In [53] Eugene Fama
and Marshall Blume achieved similar conclusions,19 which
in 1970 led Eugene Fama [50] to dismiss technical analysis
as a futile activity.
In 1967, in spite of the tendency to reject technical analysis, M. F. M. Osborne [123] found that applicability of the
random walk theory and technical analysis can be dependent on the underlying time frequency of prices. He con19 They conducted a study of the thirty Dow Jones Industrial Stocks using 24 different lter rules, ranging in size from 0.5% to 50% for the time
period from 1957 to 1962. They concluded that the lter rules were not
pro table when the effect of interim dividends and brokerage commissions
were considered [53].

cluded that in general shorter intervals (daily, weekly) tend
to show more "non-random walk" properties than longer intervals (monthly).
After Eugene Fama silenced empirical studies of technical analysis for almost twenty years, in the second half of
the 1980s the interest of academic community returned to
the topic. New empirical studies either found evidence in
favor of technical analysis20 or de ned segments and markets, where the weak form of market ef ciency prevails and
technical analysis brings a small added value21 .
The return and price predictability is of interest not only
in stock markets, but also in the currency markets dominated by professional investors [5, 151].22 Blake LeBaron
[93] showed that simple rules used by technical traders have
some predictive value for the future movement of foreign
exchange rates. He explained that the reason can be in the
nature of foreign exchange markets, where there are several major players whose objectives may differ greatly from
those of maximizing economic agents. The results of his
study showed that this predictability was greatly reduced,
if not eliminated, on the days in which the Federal Reserve
was actively intervening were removed.23
Along with empirical support technical analysis also received more interest by the theory of nancial markets.
A typical example is a study of Avraham Beja and Barry
Goldman [17], where they showed that incorporating technical analysis could help to explain empirical properties
of nancial markets. David Brown and Robert Jennings
[27] constructed a two-period dynamic equilibrium model
to demonstrate that rational investors should use historical
prices in forming their demands.
Arthur et al. [9] created a model, populated with arti cial
technical analysts, known as Santa Fe arti cial stock market (ASM). The model allowed the authors to explain the
contradiction between the theoretical literature and practitioners' view on market ef ciency. The simulation results
showed that both views were correct, but within different
regimes of the market. The market settled into the rationalexpectations equilibrium of the ef cient market literature
when the ASM agents had enough time to accumulate and
process information. Otherwise, if in a hurry to accumulate
and process market information investors did place more
weight on technical trading. As a result, the market dominated by technical trading experienced temporary bubbles
and crashes.
William Clyde and Carol Osler [34] provided theoretical foundations for technical analysis as a method for doing nonlinear forecasting in high dimension systems. They
20 For examples see [1, 6, 8, 25, 27, 41, 58, 74, 87, 91, 101, 102, 108,
110, 112, 119, 128, 134, 138, 144, 146, 147, 152].
21 For examples see [14, 40, 57, 59, 104, 112, 122, 128, 134, 138].
22 For examples see [19, 63, 99, 103, 116, 122, 124, 148, 149, 150].
23 A similar topic is discussed by Christopher Neely [118].

argued that traditional graphical technical modeling methods might be viewed as an equivalent to nonlinear methods that use the Taken method of phase space reconstruction combined with local polynomial mapping techniques
for nonlinear forecasting. The study presented evidence in
support of this hypothesis in the form of an application of
the head-and-shoulders formation identi cation algorithm
to high-dimension nonlinear data, resulting in successful
pattern identi cation and prediction.
Alexandra Ilinskaia and Kiril Ilinski [90] used the framework of Gauge Theory of Arbitrage to show that technical analysis and market ef ciency corresponded to different
time regimens. From their point of view, technical predictions exist due to an internal deterministic dynamics, which
brings the market to an equilibrium. They showed that technical analysis indicators and their predictions existed for
short time horizons while for long time horizons the model
produced an EMH state with realistic statistical behavior.24
Alan Morrison and Nir Vulkan [113] studied a version of
the standard Kyle [89] model with endogenous information
acquisition. They found that there was a robust equilibrium,
which allowed free entry and in which speculators attained
positive pro ts.
Based on this, one might argue that individual investors
are aware of short-term nancial market returns and price
predictability and try to exploit the trading opportunities by
using technical analysis.

5. Arti cial Technical Analyst
Previous sections have emphasized two competing paradigms in nance: the ef cient market hypothesis and the
legacy of technical analysis. The overview of empirical
tests did not reveal a clear dominance of one paradigm or
another. The main reason of this ambiguity is the joint
hypothesis problem, which constrains tests of market ef ciency. To overcome this limitation one needs to design a
model-free test. Spyros Skouras [143] proposed a solution,
which allows to test market ef ciency independently of an
equilibrium model, - his arti cial technical analysts. His
concept of the ATA will be used to design our arti cial technical analyst, which will incorporate latest advances in articial intelligence, pattern recognition and data preprocessing. This section outlines key components of a new implementation of the ATA.
A blueprint of the ATA has three major components: data
preprocessing, pattern recognition and decision-making
mechanisms.
The rst part of data preprocessing is a homogenization
mechanism. Since the idea of technical analysis is the interpretation of past nancial data, its quality and consistency
24 The investors aware of this fact might increase the trading frequency
to exploit these opportunities.

crucially depends on the quality of data. Two aspects of
data preprocessing will be taken into account. The rst one
is a reduction of problem complexity. And the second one
is a maximization of the informational content of the data.
Both aspects can be resolved through the mechanism of data
homogenization.
The second part of data preprocessing is a piecewise
linear approximation (PLA) mechanism. This mechanism
serves to identify important peaks and troughs in time series of prices. Since the ATA should have good pro ciency
in detecting peaks and troughs the quality of piece wise approximation has a crucial role.
The second component in the ATA is responsible for pattern recognition. It will use peaks and troughs, identi ed by
the PLA, to learn patterns in the data. The pattern recognition of the ATA is similar in a sense to the candlestick
technique. Like with the candlestick patterns actual values
of prices have no importance, but their relative values. In
addition, the ATA will incorporate relative waiting time of
appearance of each price observation. This approach will
allow to see which patterns can predict price behavior.
The cognitive mechanism of the ATA is based on articial intelligence. Since learning classi er systems (LCS)
are one of few implementations of arti cial intelligence that
have a transparent structure of solutions they will be used
for building the cognitive mechanism. There are many implementations of LCS, but all of them are dominated by the
XCS, developed by Stewart Wilson [159, 160]. Unfortunately, the XCS does not have the power to solve our problem within reasonable time. To overcome this limitation a
new implementation of LCS will be used - the true classi er
system (TiCS), - developed by Timur Yusupov.
Finally, using the concept of revealed transaction costs a
decision-making function will be introduced.
This section is organized as follows. First, Subsection
5.1 presents the data preprocessing component. It is followed by Subsection 5.2, which outlines the implementation of arti cial intelligence, the TiCS. Subsection 5.3 introduces the pattern encoding mechanism. In Subsection
5.4 revealed transaction costs and decision making are presented. A discussion concludes the section.

5.1. Data Preprocessing
This subsection deals with the preprocessing of the data.
With the data coming in raw, tick-by-tick form one has
to apply some homogenization procedure to reduce the data
and the problem complexity. There are two methods of homogenization. That is previous- and linear-tick interpolation. Empirical literature does not indicate any pronounced
difference in the results produced by either method [39].
Due to simplicity and fast computability the previous-tick
interpolation is selected.

The drawback of homogenization is inef cient use of
data. High-frequency data has much more observations than
is required for some xed frequency of homogenization. At
the same time the ATA needs as much data as possible for
fast learning. One way to "feed" the ATA and to improve
the ef ciency of data processing is to use sequential root
time shift in the homogenization procedure. This allows to
achieve almost 100 percent ef ciency of data utilization.
One important aspect of homogenization is the necessity
to exogenously specify the optimal frequency. The criterion
of optimality is pro tability. To get the sign and the magnitude of the pro t one has to consider transaction costs (TC).
With no knowledge of TC the notion of revealed transaction
costs can shed light on hypothetical pro ts.25 Aggregate returns adjusted for a schedule of transaction costs, as a direct indicator of pro tability, should be computed for a grid
of frequencies of homogenization. The maximum value of
breakeven revealed transaction costs will indicate the optimal frequency of homogenization.
Another related aspect of data preprocessing is selection
of the optimal subsample size. For consistent application of
technical trading rules the ATA should have a well de ned
and xed subsample of recent observations. Like in the previous case the grid analysis and revealed TC should be used
for the search.
To sum up, without any exogenous information on the
frequency of homogenization, the value of transaction costs
or optimal subsample size one needs to perform parallel
search along all three variables, which results in a threedimensional search problem. The optimal value of the subsample size, or the frequency of homogenization can vary
across stocks, markets and through the time. As a result,
wrong selection of these parameters can destine the ATA
performance to be very low from the very beginning.
The PLA is an important ingredient of the ATA.26 Without this mechanism the system is insensitive to turning
points in time series. The segmentation algorithm is an effective way to perform identify these points. For this the
PLA constructs a representation of the original time series
by several linear segments. Assuming the ends of linear
segments are connected, one can use those joints as identi cation points of the underlying time series. These identi cation points will be used for similarity search and subsequent
forecasting of the next observation in the time series.
Depending on speed or accuracy needed one can pick the
most appropriate algorithm out of possible alternatives.27
25 For

details on revealed transaction costs see Subsection 5.4.
formal de nition of the piecewise linear approximation is an approximation of a time series of the length n by k linear segments. Normally, one chooses k to be much smaller than n, which makes the storage,
transmission and computation of the data more ef cient [83]. The abbreviation of the piecewise linear approximation is PLA. One can refer to it as
segmentation algorithm or approach.
27 For an overview of PLAs see [83].
26 The

Since the Top-Down algorithm28 takes a constant time, and
has acceptable degree of accuracy it is chosen for application in the ATA.

5.2. Learning Classi er Systems: TiCS
The arti cial technical analyst is designed to replicate
the professional expertise of a technical analyst. The quality of an analysis crucially depends on the cognitive ability of the ATA. Imitation of human-like cognition is a very
cumbersome task, since one needs to match the abilities of
the human brain. The sophistication of the human brain
allows it to instantaneously process incoming information,
to associate it with past experience, and to make sensible
prognoses. As a result we are able to learn from our experience and to generalize it to new, unseen situations. With the
help of Arti cial Intelligence (AI) the ATA should be able
to replicate the process of human-like cognition.
In the subclass of AI - Machine Learning, learning classi er systems (LCS) are algorithms meant to imitate the human ability for classi cation, learning and generalization.
The Encyclopedia Britannica de nes these abilities as follows. Classi cation is the ability to systematically arrange
in groups or categories according to established criteria.
Learning is the ability to adapt to the environment and to
alternate behavior as a result of individual experience. And
generalization is the ability to respond in the same way
to different but similar environmental conditions. To meet
these criteria, LCS should possess the following characteristics.
(i) the ability for on-line classi cation and establishing
the patterns of the different environmental situations.
(ii) the ability to distinguish and preserve the most persistent patterns.
(iii) the ability to ignore any irrelevant or noise information.
The LCS were rst introduced by J. Holland [70, 71].29
LCS were designed to read the current environment at state
in terms of a xed number of predetermined conditions and
to provide the most adequate mapping into the space of
28 In the Top-Down algorithm a time series is recursively partitioned until some stopping criteria. The rst approximation is one line, which connects the rst and the last point in the original time series. To nd a better
approximation one evaluates every possible partitioning of the previous
approximation. The partitioning which provides the best goodness of t
locates next split. Newly segmented approximation is reexamined for a
new partitioning and the process repeats. The algorithm runs until either
a benchmark goodness of t is reached, or an approximation gets enough
linear segments.
29 For the introduction to LCS see [65, 109], for a recent surveys on its
applications and development see [92].

coming events. For this purpose LCS employ Genetic Algorithms (GA) during the training period to identify a correct
mapping from the combination of predetermined conditions
to the most probable event. In the process, LCS should identify irrelevant conditions from noise and distinguish persistent combinations of conditions.
In the seminal work of J. Holland and in the related literature of the following decades the adequacy of each classi er was measured by the predetermined criteria, known
as strength or tness. This parameter was serving both as a
predictor of future payoff and as the classi er's tness for
the genetic reproduction. Unfortunately, this primitive aggregation resulted in low performance of LCS. As a result,
the considerable enthusiasm of the 1980's declined in the
early 1990's. LCS seemed too complicated to be studied,
with only few successful applications reported. In the mid
1990's the eld appeared almost at dead end [72].
In response to this situation Wilson [159] introduced the
XCS. The primary distinguishing feature of the XCS is that
classi er tness is based on the accuracy of classi er payoff
prediction rather than on payoff prediction (strength) itself.
Although the XCS is currently a favorite, it has some
disadvantages. Its overcomplicated structure slows down
the algorithm in nding solutions. The XCS originates
from a "zeros level" classi er system, which was intended
to simplify Holland's canonical framework while retaining
the essence of the classi er system idea [159]. At some step
the intention to simplify turned out to overcomplicate. To
illustrate this point [29, 28] list at least 28 parameters and
switches, which need to be speci ed. Their numerosity and
vague explanation in the source literature30 makes tuning of
XCS an art rather than a precise science. These parameters
are claimed to change the XCS's behavior, adjust it to the
current problem and specify output characteristics [29]. Unfortunately, low transparency of the algorithm and a lack of
theoretical studies make re-speci cation of the parameters
of the XCS impossible.31 As a result the XCS shows high
inertia in learning relatively simple problems. To overcome
those limitations a new classi er system was introduced the True Classi er System (TiCS).
The key element of the TiCS is the Micro-Genetic Algorithm ( GA)32 . Unlike conventional algorithms the GA
requires speci cation of only 2 parameters. The same 2 parameters are used for the TiCS activation and run. The rst
parameter Ng de nes the global population size of classiers. The second parameter Ns instructs the algorithm on
how many classi ers should match the input signal to form
the sub-population.
30 There are only few articles were some of this parameters are studied
in detail. The best description is provided by [29, 28].
31 For this reason the comparative study uses the default parameters of
the XCS.
32 For details on the GA see [88].

Figure 1. TiCS and its environment
Figure 1 outlines the operation of the TiCS. It follows
the original idea of Holland's LCS. From a dynamic environment the TiCS extracts static sub-problems to provide
an adequate response. For this purpose an input signal is
matched against the condition part of each classi er. The
matched classi ers form a current sub-population. Each
classi er in the population should be as general as possible,
i.e. it should correctly respond to the maximum number of
states. A matched classi er is assumed to have the correct
response. Given the goal of generalization, the measure of
tness is the quantity of "don't care" symbols in the condition part. This allows to rank the classi ers. If the number
of matched classi ers is more than Ns , the classi ers with
the lowest tness are excluded from this sub-population.
The classi ers in the sub-population are referred to as
Soldiers, since they are too Specialized. The best in tness
classi er is referred to as a General, since it achieved the
most General level without failing. The General forms the
TiCS response to the input signal. Meanwhile, the classiers in the sub-population share the "experience" through
the GA. The probability of being selected is proportional
to tness. Selected classi ers crossover their condition and

action parts to form a new sub-population. The General
enters the new sub-population only if his response was adequate. The new sub-population then replaces the current
sub-population in the global population.
In case there is not a suf cient number of classi ers in
the sub-population a covering mechanism lls missing positions. Covering creates classi ers that match a current input
signal by copying it to the condition part of new classi ers
and replacing some condition bits with "don't care" symbol
#. The corresponding actions are randomly generated.

5.3. Pattern Encoding Mechanism
Since the TiCS is intended to be used for pattern recognition in time series it requires a particular encoding mechanism. This mechanism allows to encode time series into
strings of conditional bits.
At the rst step a subsample of the time series is demeaned and normalized to have unit variance. This allows
to recognize similar patterns irrespective of the current level
or the variance. Next, the PLA algorithm identi es positions of key points describing the subsample of time series.

Each key point connects linear approximations found by
PLA. With n prede ned linear segments there are n + 1
key points.
Application of demeaning and normalization allows to
describe the position of each key point within the same twodimensional coordinate space. An ordinate dimension corresponds to the level in time series and is constrained to
the interval [ 2; 2]. A coordinate dimension corresponds to
time stamps of time series and is constrained by the interval
[1; L], where L is the length of the subsample.
At the second step the encoding takes place. First, two
equal segments of a coordinate and ordinate space are dened. In the beginning they are [ 2; 0) and [0; 2] for the
coordinate axe, and [1; L=2) and [L=2; L] for the ordinate
axe. Next a coordinate (ordinate) of a key point is assigned
to one of the two segments. If it belongs to the below (left)
segment of the coordinate (ordinate) then the rst condition
bit is assumed to be 1, otherwise it is assumed to be 0. Next
the segment, where the key point is located is divided into
two new equal size segments. And again, the key point is
assigned to one of the two segments and the corresponding
bit is added to the condition bit-string. After a prede ned
number of iterations the coordinate (ordinate) position of
the key point is encoded by a sequence of zeros and ones.
Example 1: One needs to encode a position of a key point
from a demeaned and normalized subsample of 50 observations. The level of the key point is 1:17, and the time stamp
is 11. Table 1 provides the results for encoding the rst 5
bits. After performing iterative process the level is encoded
as 11000, and the time stamp is encoded as 00111.
The encoding mechanism allows decoding of a condition
bit-string to get the coordinate and ordinate limits. Since the
TiCS has in the alphabet of condition bits the "don't care"
symbol #, during decoding the process stops either when all
bits are processed or when the rst symbol # is found. The
latter case allows the TiCS to have varying interval within
which key points should be.
Example 2: Using the same settings as in the previous
example one needs to decode bit-strings of coordinates and
ordinates: 010## and 11010, respectively. Table 2 provides the results for decoding these bit-strings. After decoding the level is found to be within [0:500; 1:000), and
the time stamp is decoded to be within [07; 09).

5.4. Revealed Transaction Costs and Decision Making
Long and short selling are the most basic transactions in
nancial markets. Any complex arbitrage strategy is just
their combination. The applicability of either transaction
normally depends on the expectation about the future price
movement and transaction costs. Wrong assessment of either of them can cause a nancial loss. With endogenous

Step
##
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ordinate segment
Left
Right
[01; 25)
[25; 50]
[01; 12)
[12; 25)
[01; 06)
[06; 12)
[06; 09)
[09; 12)
[09; 10)
[10; 12)
Final ordinate bit-string:

Ordinate
bits
1____
_1___
__0__
___0_
____0
11000

Step
##
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Coordinate segment
Low
Up
[ 2:00; 0:000) [0:000; 2:000]
[0:000; 1:000)
[1:000; 2:000]
[1:000; 1:500)
[1:500; 2:000]
[1:000; 1:250)
[1:250; 1:500)
[1:000; 1:125)
[1:125; 1:250)
Final coordinate bit-string:

Coordinate
bits
0____
_0___
__1__
___1_
____1
00111

Table 1. Illustation of pattern-to-bits encoding
mechanism
A subsample of time series has 50 observation (ordinate axe). Values are
demeaned and normalized. Encoding of a key point with the level of 1:17
and the position of 11. Asterisk denotes that the position is within the
marked segment.

price expectations one can evaluate maximum transactions
costs at which arbitrage strategies generate positive pro ts.
Transaction costs include commissions paid per transaction, internal R&D expenses, a bid-ask spread and the impact on price. Every component complicates measuring actual transaction costs. If, for example, there is only a time
series of past prices, then the bid-ask spread, past commissions and the impact on price have to be estimated from the
data. Roll [135] introduced an implicit measure of effective bid-ask spread that can be estimated from the univariate
time series. Lesmond et al. [96] used time series observations of zero returns to estimate transaction costs of a marginal investor.33 Unfortunately, for the precise estimation
of transaction costs one needs a complete data set to capture all the components, which are usually not accessible in
time or have con dential nature.
Known transaction costs enable one to reveal the return
suf cient to insure a positive pro t. If, for some reason,
the exact value of transaction costs is not known, a reverse
solution can be found, i.e. one can nd transaction costs that
insure non-negative pro ts. Those costs can be derived from
the arbitrage strategies mentioned above and are referred to
as revealed transaction costs. Bessembinder et al. [20] used
a similar concept, known as breakeven costs. In relation to
our de nition the breakeven transaction costs are maximum
33 For

the latest review of literature on transaction costs see [97].

Step
##
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Step
##
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Ordinate
Ordinate segment
bit-string
Left
Right
1____
[01; 25)
[25; 50]
_1___
[01; 12)
[12; 25)
__0__
[01; 06)
[06; 12)
___1_
[06; 09)
[09; 12)
____0
[06; 07)
[07; 09)
Final ordinate interval: [07; 09)

action costs:

Dt (c; pt ; E [pt+1 ]) =
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Table 2. Illustation of bits-to-pattern decoding
mechanism
A subsample of time series has 50 observation (ordinate axe). Values are
demeaned and normalized. Decoding of coordinate bit-string 010##, and
ordinate bit-string 11010. Asterisk denotes selected segment.

costs that insure zero pro t.
Following the differentiation of strategies, one can derive revealed transaction costs for the case of expected increase and decrease in the asset's price. Given the highfrequency nature of data and transactions, one can neglect
interest rates as well as the in uence of dividends and splits.
For the case of expected price increase the value of revealed transaction costs, b
cL
t , is derived from long position,
and should satisfy the following inequality to insure a positive pro t:
E [pt+1 ] pt
E [pt+1 ] + pt

b
cL
t ;

(1)

b
cSt :

(2)

where c is actual transaction costs, pt is the current price
level, and E [pt+1 ] is expected next period price. For the
short position the value of revealed transaction costs, b
cSt ,
should satisfy the following inequality to insure positive
pro t:

c<

pt E [pt+1 ]
E [pt+1 ] + pt

S
>
>
>
>
:
N

E [pt+1 ] pt
;
E [pt+1 ] + pt
pt E [pt+1 ]
;
if c <
E [pt+1 ] + pt
otherwise,

if c <

(3)
where B denotes a decision to buy, S - a decision to shortsell and N - to do nothing.

Coordinate
Coordinate segment
bit-string
Low
Up
0____
[ 2:00; 0:000) [0:000; 2:000]
_1___
[0:000; 1:000)
[1:000; 2:000]
__0__
[0:000; 0:500)
[0:500; 1:000)
___#_
____#
Final coordinate interval: [0:500; 1:000)

c<

8
>
>
B
>
>
<

A combination of both cases allows to formulate a
decision-making function, which takes as arguments expected and current price, and the value of anticipated trans-

This section describes the data used in this paper. The
data cover historical stock prices collected on the Tokyo
Stock Exchange (TSE).
The TSE is a classical example of an order-driven market. It operates as a continuos auction, where buy and sell
orders interact directly with one another. The study of the
order-driven activity of the TSE did not show signi cant differences from the New York Stock Exchange or from stocks
markets with designated market-makers [7, 15, 95]. At the
same time the TSE market has some speci c features, which
can have an impact on empirical results. Since the results of
empirical analysis can be sensitive to the method of data selection, the section describes our method of data selection,
which minimizes the impact of selection bias on empirical
results.
The TSE has no market-makers. All orders, whether
limit or market orders, are placed by broker/dealer trading
participants and matched in accordance with price priority and time priority rules. Under the price priority rule, a
sell (buy) order with the lowest (highest) price takes precedence. Under the time priority rule, an earlier order takes
precedence over others at the same price. Thus, when the
lowest sell and highest buy orders match in price, the transaction is executed at the price.34
At the TSE there are two transaction methods: the
itayose and zaraba. The itayose method is used mainly to
determine opening and closing prices. Under the itayose
method, the time priority rule is not applied and numerous
orders placed before price setting are matched in aggregate.
In contrast, under the zaraba method, both the price priority
and time priority rules are applied, and pairs of buy and sell
orders are matched continuously.
The TSE adopts several measures to prevent wild shortterm uctuations in prices: special bid and ask quotes, daily
price limits, trading units and margin transactions.35 These
measures do not only help ensure price continuity, but also
in effect work as "circuit breakers" in an emergency. In
34 For
35 For

more details and speci c parameters see the source [155].
their details see [155].

addition the TSE uses off-auction trading to handle large
block orders. The off-auction trading system allows to accommodate large block orders and basket order transactions, the trading of which is dif cult under the competitive
trading scheme of auctions. To eliminates the risk of trade
counterparty default the TSE utilizes the central counterparty system and the clearing participant system for the
settlement of trading on its exchange. Settlement for normal domestic equity transactions in the exchange market is
made on the fourth business day starting from the transaction date (T + 3).
The TSE has three trading sessions per day: from 8:20
till 9:00, from 11:00 till 12:30 and from 15:00 till 16:30.
For half-trading days only the rst two sessions take place.
The total trading time sums up to 240 minutes over the 490
minutes between the opening and closing time.
The empirical part of the paper studies the data collected
on the TSE. Data comes in a raw, tick-by-tick form, and
includes mid-prices and volumes of each transaction. The
precision of time stamps is one minute. The dataset covers 2273 stocks traded at the TSE during a period from
11/03/1996 till 22/06/1998, i.e. 833 trading days.
Due to computational limitations three subsets of time
series were selected for the empirical study. Under the
assumption that the return (or price) predictability and,
correspondingly, investors' attitude might be different for
different levels of liquidity the dataset was divided into
three groups based on the liquidity level of the underlying stocks.36 Each subset was randomly (with withdrawing)
populated by 9 time series, which belong to stocks with the
same level of liquidity. For each group of liquidity the median stocks provided the tenth time series, thus creating a
high-, medium and low-liquidity pool of time series.
Table 3 lists selected stocks and provides statistical properties of their time series. Statistical properties are obtained
for daily data over the time period covered in the study. A
short description of the occupational activity of underlying
companies accompanies each record. The stock that represents the median in liquidity is marked by the asterisk next
to a company name. Statistical properties cover mean ( ),
sample variance ( ) and sample slope ( ).
Figure 2 presents equally weighted indexes for each liquidity pool of TSE stocks (thick line). Prior to aggregation
each constituent time series was rebased by setting its rst
observation in the series equal to unity (thin lines).

7. Application of the ATA to The Tokyo Stock
Exchange Data
Technical analysis, i.e. detection of patterns in time series of prices, is a direct contradiction to the weak form of
36 The criterion of liquidity is the number of trades over the covered time
period.

Company
Statistics of price series
name (sektor code)
1. High-liquidity pool
Sumitomo Marine
814:98
90:26
0:27
& Fire Insurance (1)
Nisshin Steel (2)
288:24
97:34
0:54
Kenwood (3)
524:83 122:22
0:59
Daihatsu Motor (4)
613:29
71:99
0:32
Melco (5)
3053:31 917:88
4:39
Ricoh (5)
1386:98 211:53
0:82
Hitachi (6)
1056:57 107:76
0:13
Kirin Brewery (7)
1140:67 119:82
0:38
Matsushita Elec.
1992:27 178:00
0:57
Industrial (3)
Adeka* (8)
772:51 164:61
0:87
2. Medium-liquidity pool
Hoko Fishing (9)
245:24 112:93
0:61
Chinon Industries (10)
857:62 480:91
2:62
Tokyo Style (11)
1517:73 239:48
1:23
Miraca Holdings (12)
710:59 212:03
1:10
CO-OP Chem. (8)
256:82 123:70
0:70
Canon Electr. (5)
818:12
81:70
0:00
Tokyo Cosmos
326:55 110:50
0:59
Electric (6)
Chunkyo
1054:55 114:99
0:46
Coca-Cola (7)
Hitachi Medical (13)
1569:24 196:23
0:86
Aichi Tokei
458:38 171:07
0:96
Denki* (6)
3. Low-liquidity pool
Tonichi Carlife GP (14)
503:26 164:28
0:86
Sonton Food Ind. (9)
1296:90 146:96
0:72
Tensho Elec. Ind. (10)
352:64 120:43
0:60
CFS (15)
1121:76 253:27
1:42
Tokyo Auto
472:81 156:88
0:86
Machine Works (10)
Smbc Friend Sec. (16)
295:27 146:52
0:80
Lohmeyer (9)
269:37 109:71
0:60
Daiwa Heavy Ind. (10)
278:31 110:56
0:61
JSP (8)
1021:06 207:80
1:07
Unozawa-Gumi
426:58 118:27
0:56
Iron Works* (10)
Table 3. List and description of stocks used
in the empirical study
The table uses the following sector codes:
(1) - Nonlife Insurance; (2) - Industrial Metals; (3) - Leisure Goods; (4)
- Automobiles & Parts; (5) - Technological Hardware & Equipment; (6) Electrical, Electronic Equipment; (7) - Beverages; (8) - Chemicals; (9) Food Producers; (10) - Industrial Engineering; (11) - Personal Goods; (12)
- Pharmacology, Biotechnology; (13) - Health Equipment & Services; (14)
- General Retailers; (15) - Food & Drug Retailers; (16) - General Financial.

environment. To insure the robustness and effectiveness of
generated forecasts the ATA performs a sequence of data
preprocessing steps. Investment decisions are generated to
obtain aggregated returns adjusted for transaction costs.
In the process of calculation several assumptions are
made. First, the impact of in ation, dividends and splits is
disregarded, since at high frequency their impact is negligible. Second, the aggregate return is computed separately for
every time series in the study. Third, trading strategies are
applied at every period, i.e. at the beginning of each period
the previous position should be closed. Correspondingly the
aggregate return is a product of returns in all time periods.
And nally, the decision-making process and calculation of
returns take into account round-trip TC.

7.1. Decision-Making Function and Its Informational Base
Figure 2. Equally weighted indexes for liquidity pools of TSE stocks

the EMH. This hypothesis is a corner stone of most theories
of nancial markets. The EMH postulates that in weakly efcient nancial markets it is impossible to pro t by predicting next period's price used on time series of past prices or
returns. The contradiction turns technical analysis into an
"outlaw" of nancial theory separating the nancial community into two camps: the camp of academics, who advocate the EMH; and the camp of practitioners, who keep
using technical analysis.
The overview of practices in nancial industry shows
that many investors, including professional traders and analysts, are widely using technical analysis [5]. Previous investigations demonstrate that under some conditions technical analysis can provide substantial returns. Unfortunately,
the ndings are undermined by two limitations. Technical analysis is a complex method, which includes rigorous
mathematical formulas as well as abstract visual patterns of
time series. As a result, researches use only a fraction of the
methodology, which dramatically constrains the potential of
technical analysis. On the other hand, when the ability of an
expert, who is knowledgeable of and uent in all aspects of
technical analysis, is studied one cannot distinguish whether
the results are solely due to technical analysis or a subjective interference of an analyst.
The ATA overcomes these drawbacks. The ATA is a robust implementation of the technical analyst's expertise. It
follows the aim of technical analysis to detect patterns in
price time series. The cognitive mechanism of the ATA, the
TiCS, uses the methodology of technical analysis to generate online forecasts of next period's price in a dynamic

This section presents the decision-making functions and
its informational base.
The informational base of the decision-making process
includes two components. The rst component are expected
transaction costs. Transaction costs have a direct in uence
on trading decisions, since the value of extracted return
should be suf cient to cover round-trip transaction costs and
with a stochastic return distribution the probability of trading is higher under small transaction costs than under high
transaction costs. Due to its hypothetical nature this empirical study uses a set of discrete values of transaction costs
taken in a grid from an interval [0; 2] of percent of transaction value with an increment of 0:001 percent.
The second component of the informational base is a
subsample of recent prices observations. Technical analysis requires this subsample for forecasting the next period's
price. Speci cally to the ATA, it requires speci cation of
the subsample size. The ATA is able to identify relevant
price observations and lter out the rest. But, in case subsamples are too small or too big, the ATA does not have
enough price observations to compute forecasts or, respectively, it would take more time to detect the pattern than the
duration of this pattern in the market. To cover this aspect
the study uses a set of discrete subsample sizes taken in a
grid from an interval [50; 250] of price observations with an
increment of 10 observations.
Along with the two explicit components of the informational base for a decision there is a third component - the
frequency of decision making. It has an implicit in uence
on outcomes of decision making. A low frequency allows
traders to avoid frequent expenses on transaction costs. At
the same time, in a volatile market it constrains traders to
take a speculative advantage from local trends. The study
uses a set of discrete frequencies in a grid within the interval [1; 10] of minutes with an increment of one minute.

In general, the process of decision-making is formalized
through a function D (), which maps the arguments into the
space of trading actions:
D (c; pt ; pt

1 ; :::; pt n )

= fB; S; N g ;

(4)

where c stands for transaction costs expressed in fractions
of transaction value; fpt ; pt 1 ; :::; pt n g are current and
lagged asset prices; B denotes the buy transaction; S denotes short-selling; and N means to remain inactive.
Normally, the decision-making process includes two
steps: forecasting of next period's price and maximization of a next period return adjusted for transaction costs.
Forecasting is speci c for each strategy since in every
case there will be speci c forecast mechanism. In general forecasting provides an estimate of the next period asset price conditional on the informational base,
E [pt+1 j fpt ; pt 1 ; :::; pt n g]. The second step, return maximization, performs a search through the outcomes of possible trading actions to nd the highest return. This step is
based on the notion of the revealed transaction cost. Thus,
the general form of the decision-making functions is equation (3) with expectations E [pt+1 ] been conditioned on past
prices pt ; pt 1 ; ::: that enter the TiCS's pattern recognition
algorithm.
Unlike the conventional forecast methods the ATA performs interval price forecasts. This allows to convey the
forecast of price developments and the ATA con dence in
those forecasts.37 The con dence is indicated by the difference between the upper and lower limits of the forecast. A
high con dence is re ected in a small difference, while a
low con dence is conveyed through a high difference. The
smallest difference is de ned to be one basic point in the
market. The highest difference is in nity.
The ATA uses technical analysis to obtain the interval
forecast, which is constrained by the upper and lower limits: pt+1 and, respectively, pt+1 .38 Once the interval is dened one of the three possible trading actions is selected to
maximize a current return. This is formalized in the ATA
decision-making function:
8
p
pt
>
>
;
B if c < t+1
>
>
pt+1 + pt
<
pt pt+1
Dt (c; pt ; pt 1 ; :::; pt n ) =
>
S if c >
;
>
>
pt + pt+1
>
:
N if
otherwise.
(5)
37 The ATA does not distinguish whether a low con dence is only due
to a lack of experience in a new situation or/and due to a presence of risk
associated with an underlying asset, since either case leads to uncertainty.
38 These limits are the decoded action suggested by the TiCS. Since the
ATA operates with homogenized data only the limits of levels (in this case
prices) are returned. In the future, the ATA can be extended to work with
irregularly spaced time series. In this case the forecast of the ATA will
include additionally the time interval within which the next level is predicted.

The aggregate return adjusted for transaction costs is calculated as:
T
Y
R=
rt ;
(6)
t=1

where the time is de ned on the interval from 0 to T . The
return in each time period, rt , is calculated as:

rt (:::) =

8
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
:

pt
pt

1

(pt 1 + pt ) c
pt 1
(pt 1 + pt ) c
pt
1

if

Dt

1

= B;

if

Dt

1

= S;

if Dt

1

= N:
(7)

8. Performance of ATA Trading Strategy
Figures 3 - 5 present the results of hypothetical application of the ATA trading strategy on the TSE data. The
rst column of each gure shows breakeven separation surfaces. Columns 2 - 3 display the slice views corresponding
to the rst column. Each row represents the time span over
which the returns are aggregated. The separation surface
shows at which transaction costs and at which combination
of trade frequency and subsample size the application of
the ATA trading strategy is breakeven. Any point above the
surface indicates a loss, while any point below is a gain. On
the slice view fat dots show breakeven transaction costs at
either xed subsample size (column 2) or trade frequency
(column 3). Color notation distinguishes the magnitude of
gains (in shades of red) or losses (in shades of blue).
Table 4 presents the summary of the gures. It lists the
maximum breakeven transaction costs obtained for three
groups of stock liquidity. Each value of breakeven transaction costs is accompanied by the frequency of trading and
the subsample size at which it was observed.
The rst conclusion is that the ATA can successfully apply technical analysis to extract positive returns adjusted for
transaction costs. The best performance is achieved at a
trading frequency of 4 minutes, the subsample size of 50
observations, with the medium liquidity stocks. Here the revealed transaction costs are 0:32 percent of the transaction
value. If under these settings the actual transaction costs
would be strictly less than 0.32 percent of the transaction
value, then a technical analyst would perceive this market
segment at that time as weak-form inef cient.
The analysis of speci c time spans reveals that the values of maximum breakeven transaction costs are increasing
through time horizons.39 This observation is valid for all
liquidity pools. There are two possible explanations. The
39 That is in the rst time span the value of maximum breakeven transaction costs is less than in the second one, and in the second time span the
value is less than in the third time span.

Figure 3. Application of ATA trading strategies on the pool of high liquidity stocks
rst one is that the data have different structure in each time
span, which, in relation to the ATA forecasting, translates
into a different degree of predictability and different distribution of returns in each time span. The second explanation
is a learning ability of the ATA. That is if the distribution of
prices and the degree of predictability is the same for each
time span, then the increase in the maximum breakeven
transaction costs is due to the ATA learning.
To test the validity of the rst explanation the histogram
and empirical CDF of returns were produced for each time
span and liquidity pool. The analysis of returns instead of
raw prices allows to avoid the problem of comparing time
series with different levels of prices.40 Figure 6 presents the
histograms and empirical CDF of returns. Columns from
left to right correspond to high-, medium- and low-liquidity
40 Returns are unit-free, which makes them easy to compare and aggregate.

pools, respectively. Each panel shows the overlay of histograms and empirical CDF for all three time spans. Charts
show that the distribution of returns are almost identical for
each time span.41
The BDS test is applied to compare degrees of predictability throughout all time spans.42 Its advantage is that
it tests the null hypothesis of no dependence in the data
against any possible alternative. In this way the approach
of the BDS test is similar to the ATA, which also looks for
any possible dependence in the data. Since the ATA uses
rolling subsamples of observations to perform forecasts the
41 Here and in the comparison of the BDS test statistic distributions in
different time spans the analysis omits the results of the statistical tests.
Even though the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test rejected the hypothesis of identical distributions the high number of observations present in each sample
(on average 27000 observations) the test would detect slightest difference
between samples. Similar problems were observed with other nonparametric tests, which were used to compare the distribution of samples.
42 For details on BDS test see [26, 81].

Figure 4. Application of ATA trading strategies on the pool of medium liquidity stocks
same subsamples are used in the BDS test. The histograms
and empirical CDF of the BDS test statistics are presented
in the last two rows of Figure 6. In the high- as well as in the
medium-liquidity pools the histograms and empirical CDF
are identical for all time spans.
The identity of the return distributions and degree of predictability clearly supports the second explanation. The increase in the value of maximum breakeven transaction costs
is indeed due to ATA learning (see Table 4).
The conclusion is that the ATA is able to extract positive
returns adjusted for and conditional on transaction costs by
processing past prices. The returns, proxied by the maximum breakeven transaction costs, are increasing through
time, which demonstrates the ability of the ATA to master
technical analysis.

9. Conclusions
The paper presented a study of market ef ciency from
the viewpoint of arti cial technical analyst. The arti cial
technical analyst had been designed to replicate the expertise of technical analysts in a robust and objective way. Its
application to the Tokyo Stock Exchange data under a variety of transaction costs revealed that when transaction costs
were suf ciently low the market could be perceived as inef cient and technical analysis could be rewarded with substantial pro ts, while under higher transaction costs the perception of market ef ciency prevailed.
The ef cient market hypothesis is one of the central elements of nancial theory. Coined by Harry Roberts and formalized be Eugene Fama it postulates the impossibility of
gaining pro t on the base of information contained in past
prices or returns of nancial securities. In spite of its prominent role in nancial theory empirical studies persistently

Figure 5. Application of ATA trading strategies on the pool of low liquidity stocks
show the violation of market ef ciency. Moreover, the technique used by nancial practitioners, technical analysis, directly contradicts the EMH.
In this study we analyzed the time series of highfrequency stock prices, collected on the Tokyo Stock
Exchange over the time period from 11/03/1996 to
23/06/1998. The pool of our time series covers 2273 stocks
listed on the TSE. Considering computational intensity only
30 time series were selected for the study. For this all stocks
were sorted into 3 pools according to their liquidity, which
can be described as low-, medium- and high-liquidity pools
of stocks. In each pool 10 stocks were randomly selected.
Their corresponding time series of prices were used for
computations. Before reporting the computed results are
averaged within a corresponding liquidity pool.
The application of the ATA allows to extract signi cant
returns conditional on the value of transaction costs. The
studied time series show that under the transaction costs of

less than 0:32 percent the application of technical analysis
produces a gain. In speci c time spans gains are possible
even under the transaction costs of less than 0:51 percent of
the transaction value.
The credibility of these results is supported by the way
the ATA processes data. The ATA is an online learning
technique, which does not have classic in-sample training.
Each iteration is an out-of-sample analysis of a time series.
Moreover, it operates only with a xed number of recent
observations. Information about the past is stored as patterns in the memory of the ATA. The ability of the ATA to
derive positive returns even after adjusting for transaction
costs is a clear indication of past predictability of time series of prices.
One can compare obtained values of breakeven transaction costs with values derived in other markets. Hendrik
Bessembinder and Kalok Chan [19, 20] used the same rules
and parameter combinations as Brock et al. [25] to esti-

Figure 6. Time span distribution analysis of returns and rolling BDS test

All
time
spans
Time
span
#1
Time
span
#2
Time
span
#3

TC, %
@ obs.
@ min.
TC, %
@ obs.
@ min.
TC, %
@ obs.
@ min.
TC, %
@ obs.
@ min.

Stock pool liquidity
Medium
Low
0:32
0:25
50
50
3
4
0:15
0:20
0:25
50
50
50
4
6
0:20
0:37
0:31
50
60
50
4
3
0:33
0:51
0:32
50
60
50
3
3
High
0:28
50

4

4

4

2

Table 4. Application of the ATA trading strategy
All time spans cover data from 11/03/1996 till 22/06/1998. Time spans
#1, #2 and #3 are 11/03/1996-13/12/1996, 14/12/1996-17/09/1997, and
18/09/1997-22/06/1998, respectively. Each time span on average covers
277 days.

mate breakeven transaction costs for the DJIA. For the period from 1926 to 1991 the estimated value is 0:39 percent, while for a more recent period, from 1976 to 1991,
it was reduced to 0:22 percent. With optimized parameters
of Brock et al. [25] methodology Stephen Taylor [152] estimated breakeven transaction costs of 1:07 percent for the
DJIA, from 1968 to 1988. For twelve UK rms the value
of breakeven transaction costs is 0:08 percent for the period
from 1972 to 1991. More recent work of Stephen Taylor
[153] reports that the average breakeven transaction costs
equals to 0:31 percent for sixteen nancial series (including
US stock indexes, individual US stocks, and commodities),
and in a range from 0:59 to 2:25 percent for four currency
exchange rate series (DM/USD, GBP/USD, SF/YEN, and
YEN/USD) over the same period. Thus, from the point of
view of breakeven transaction costs the degree of TSE market inef ciency is comparable to US stock market.
To conclude, the application of the ATA strategy shows
weak inef ciency of the TSE observed on the historical
data. The results are genuine since the analysis of individual time spans did not show signi cant changes in the
data. The degree of inef ciency is conditional on the level

of transaction costs. Under the low transaction costs technical analysts can perceive the market as inef cient, while
at the higher transaction costs the perception of ef ciency
prevails.
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